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NFTGA GOES TO IRAN
by Gene Reyes

The 17th WFTGA convention was held in the Iranian
capital city of Tehran. As your President, I felt that I
had to be there to represent NFTGA and the USA.
My family and friends all felt that I had lost my mind.
But as soon as I stepped off the plane at 9:20pm, I
was greeted with a very warm welcome by the host
Iranian team. I have been to many conferences over
my years, and I can testify that the tremendous host
team of approximately 100 members were incredible.
They made you feel as comfortable as possible and
constantly walked around holding up a sign that stated

“ASK ME”. No matter what question was asked, there
was an immediate answer. I cannot say enough about
the excellent accommodations, food, friendliness and
camaraderie that our hosts provided all attendees. The
attendees were recognized and publicly acknowledged
as peace ambassadors by President Rouhani of Iran,
the Secretary General of the United Nations World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO), and many other
dignitaries throughout the convention.
We were represented by four US guides at the delegates
meetings where the business of the federation was
continued on page 4

The USA team gathers in Tehran to support New York’s bid to host the 2019 WFTGA convention,
supported by Martin Maier of the Swiss Embassy (center).
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE EDITOR

The new year brings
several challenges to our
Board and one of the
most important is improving communications.
Communication is a
two-way street that
must be maintained at
all times. To achieve
this, we must ask the
presidents
of
our
member associations,
please forward to your
board and your members,
on a regular basis, the
information you receive during the year. This includes:

Happy Birthday to us!
One year ago, The
National Standard was
born and what an adventure it has been so
far. And what a long
way we’ve come. In
our first issue, we had
9 contributions from
5 different member
associations. In our
last issue, we had 15
contributions from 12
member associations,
and jumped from 12 pages to 20. I call that moving
in the right direction.

* NFTGA newsletter, The National Standard

But there’s still more progress to be made. By the time
our last issue went to press, our top three contributing
associations were Chicago, New York, and St. Louis
(in that order). More articles and columns have come
from those three associations than all of our other
member associations combined. There are still six
member associations, nearly a third of our federation,
who have yet to publish anything in these pages.

* ABA, US Travel & National Tour Assn. newsletter
* NFTGA business partners articles and announcements
* Student and Youth Travel association and Tourism
Cares information
Do not forget our NFTGA Facebook Group, website,
and WFTGA correspondence. All of this is valuable
information that our members can use from across the
USA and the Globe.
A few members still say that they never hear from
NFTGA and we will continue to improve our efforts.
But we can’t do it alone.
I have just returned from the WFTGA convention in
Iran. While I initially had some reservations about this
long trip to a country that does not have ideal relations
– nor an Embassy – with the USA, the convention’s
theme, “Friendly Faces, Open Arms, Ancient Cultures,
Timeless Charms”, perfectly summarized this terrific
event. Washington DC Delegate Joe Steinbock will
soon provide a complete report for your perusal.
A big NFTGA congratulations to everyone for a great
job, and to you our members for supporting this
outstanding organization.

I don’t say this to lay pressure on anyone, but rather
to encourage you to come join the fun. And make no
mistake about it – writing newsletter articles is fun.
Ask any of our members who’ve done it. We are
sharing subjects we love, stories that make us laugh,
places we passionately share with our travelers on
tour. All of these things, we now get to share with
our colleagues. So please, come join the fun. We’re
all family in this industry and a family should spend
a little time together.
Lest we forget, this newsletter was established in
response to those who felt they never heard from
NFTGA except when it was time for a conference
or there were dues payable. This was a perfectly
legitimate complaint, so we answered the call. But
for those who continue to say “We never hear
from NFTGA”, let me offer a gentle and loving
reminder: You are NFTGA. So let’s hear from you.

Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
Winter 2017
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WFTGA CONVENTION
IN IRAN continued from page 1
discussed among 34 different countries (25
present and 9 represented by proxy). Joe
Steinbock of Washington DC will present
a detailed report on the convention in the
near future. Matthew Baker and Ibrahima
Diallo led the team from New York in
bidding for the chance to host the 2019
convention. I served as the lead delegate
from NFTGA-USA.
The New York bid team were magnificent
and I am proud and honored to have been
party to their presentation, which was
enjoyed by all the attendees. Sadly, they
Matthew Baker of New York seeks to contribute at a delegates
lost to Tbilisi, Georgia, by four votes, the
meeting, while Gene Reyes of New Orleans and Joe Steinbock
slimmest of margins. However, I was
of Washington offer support.
extremely proud of how they handled
Congratulations to both of these outstanding repthemselves after the final vote. They stayed positive,
resentatives of our country and our industry.
smiling, and socializing for the rest of the convention.
New York you made us proud and you are winners!
During the convention, Mr. Martin Maier, head of
the Interests Section for the United States at the Swiss
NFTGA and the USA fared much better in the election
Embassy to Iran, met personally with the US delegates
of the new Executive Board: Esther Banike of Chicago
and the New York bid team to address concerns. He
was elected one of the Vice-Presidents and Harvey
assured us all that he was in direct contact with the
Davidson of New York was elected Treasurer.
Foreign Ministry in Iran and received official assurance

The newly elected Executive Board of WFTGA: Mary Kemp Clark of the UK, Steve McAuley of Australia,
Ruby Roy of Canada, Mohsen Hajisaeid of Iran, Esther Banike of the US, and Arushca Ritchie of
South Africa. Absent in Harvey Davidson of the US.
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that the US citizens at the convention would not be
subjected to any retaliation measures during the rising
tensions over travel between the two countries.
I must say that the greatest and most enjoyable aspect
of the event was the warm, smiling, open arms of
the Iranian host team. They had spent two years
preparing and training for this, and it showed as
they provided us was a fantastic convention along
with extraordinary pre and post tours.
Many thanks to outgoing WFTGA President Felicitas
Wressnig of Austria, and incoming WFTGA President
Alushca Ritchie for all your dedication. We look
forward to the 2019 convention in Tbilisi.
And many thanks to Arash Nooraghayee, President
of the Iran Federation of Tourist Guide Associations
(IFTGA), Convention Secretary Mohsen Hajisaeid,
Pegah Latifi, and the entire host team. Thank you
for a lifetime memory and a job very well done.
Paula Thompson of the US gives her report at the
round table session while Sebastian Frankenberger of
Germany takes notes.

Gene Reyes is past president of the Tour Guides Association
of Greater New Orleans and currently serves as president of the
National Federation of Tourist Guide Associations USA.
To tour with Gene, contact gene_reyes@bellsouth.net.

Tours in Tehran included the
mirror tiles of the Golestan
Palace, ancient artifacts
at the National Museum,
and a trip to Azadi Tower,
the symbol of Tehran.
Accommodations included
a beautiful Persian garden
at the Homa Hotel.
Winter 2017
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NEWS YOU CAN USE

A few years ago, I provided a private tour of the
Italian neighborhood, the Hill, in St. Louis to a
distinguished looking gentleman from Chicago. As an
opener, I usually ask where my travelers are from and
what they do to which he replied, “I am a Professor
from Northwestern University.” Being a graduate of
the University of Missouri School of Journalism and
aware of the claims of both schools being the best in
the country I said with a sly smile, “Northwestern, eh,
oh the second-best journalism school in the country,”
to which he replied with a similar sly smile, “Well,
I’m the former Dean of the School” (of Journalism).
I immediately had one of those Southwest Airlines
“Wanna get away?” moments. I dived into the tour,
providing fact after fact, story after story hoping to
smooth over my obvious contretemps. He seemed
pleased, paid me and then moved on to his next
stop in St. Louis.

already that would satisfy most visitors. So, I steeled
myself with many more facts in preparation for
anticipated detailed questions. Upon meeting at
our agreed time and date he seemed different in his
composure this time, almost smug. Sure enough,
ten minutes into the tour he said, “Joe, if I recall
correctly you said the Census of 1900 revealed 300
Italian men and just a couple of Italian women living
in the neighborhood,” to which I affirmed. He then
almost proudly produces a copy of an 1895 St. Louis
Post-Dispatch article headlined, “Riot on Dago Hill,
Men Defend Their Women from the Police.” My
professional tour persona sank. “Professor, I guess you
got me, I’m very sorry.” I said sheepishly. “May I take
a look at the article, Professor?” He handed it to me as
a professor would hand a student the “correct” answer
to a project. I read the article, incredulous, I read it
again. My mind swirled, I broke into a mild sweat,
“How do I diplomatically respond to this learned
man?” I thought. “Professor, the names of all these
ladies mentioned in the article are Irish. Professor, these
ladies were prostitutes and the Italian men were proudly
defending their honor from a police raid!” After his jaw
literally dropped and an awkward moment of silence, he
almost imperceptibly mouthed “Thank you,” made an
excuse to leave, and I’ve never heard from him again.

Six months later, surprisingly, he called me and
requested a follow-up tour which I agreed to while
privately thinking I had given him a bunch of history

Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional Tour
Guides Association of St. Louis. To tour with Joe, contact
joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.

Fact-Checking the Tour Guide
by Joe DeGregorio

In today’s world, a serious tour guide should be as
sure as possible that the information he/she conveys
to his visitors is accurate.

we really can function in Houston without a car… well, sort of. I was excited to plan
ALL ABOARD! Yes
our upcoming trip to West Texas. Why not connect our big city with the Wild West? I
by Lucette Rieger

thought this would be an excellent opportunity for me to see what a train trip to West Texas
would be like. I could then suggest to some of our visitors to continue to do a Texas tour based on my experiences.

We (Richard and I) left our house with our carry on suitcases and walked to the bus stop on Richmond two blocks
from our home. We got on METRO, change to the Light Rail at Wheeler Station, got off in downtown Houston,
and walked about 5 blocks to the Amtrak Train station. The overnight trip was excellent. Dinner and breakfast
were served in the dining car. We arrived in Alpine, Texas and stayed in the historic Holland Hotel. The surrounding
area can easily be visited in one week. Renting a car in Alpine is a must to see Fort Davis, the McDonald
Observatory, the city of Marathon (gateway to Big Bend National Park), the Galleries of Marfa, and the
historic Paisano Hotel. Remember the movie Giant? This is where James Dean, Rock Hudson and Elizabeth
Taylor stayed for part of the time while filming the movie, and the locals won’t let you forget it either!
Returning to Houston, we got to see Texas from a very different view. It’s much better than driving on I-10.
The small towns along the railroad looked lovely. The pastures and the trees occupy the open spaces that we
all talk about and that Texas is famous for. Entering Houston on rail was another experience. What a city! I
thought to myself how lucky we are to live in such a vibrant place, the City of the Future…
Lucette Rieger is a member of the Professional Tour Guides Association of Houston. To tour with Lucette, contact
lucetterichard@sbcglobal.net.
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ASSOCIATIONS GET TOGETHER
by Ellen Malasky
Every year, members of the Guild of Professional
Tour Guides of Washington DC participate in a
FAM tour to a historic location within traveling
distance of DC. In recent years, they have visited the
Hudson Valley – with a special focus on Hyde Park –
and the James River, home to many Colonial patriots.
This year, Tracy Hale and Michelle Heller selected
Charleston, South Carolina as the destination due, in
part, to the wonderful cooperation of the Charleston
Tour Association (CTA) who welcomed them and
helped provide a great day.
The Charleston itinerary was planned and guided by
CTA President Stephen Herchak. From the delicious
opening night dinner at the Charleston Crab House
on Wappoo Creek to the closing dinner reception
with the two associations, it was an outstanding trip.
Stephen provided an informative and fun tour of
Charleston. The day began with a welcome and tour
of the Charleston Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
(CVB) by Perrin Lawson, their Deputy Director.
The Center is housed in 1850s railroad depot. This
CTA PRESIDENT STEPHEN
HERCHAK: Charleston Tour

Association was delighted
to be able to meet so many
colleagues from our nation’s
capital. I was particularly
honored and excited to be
selected for the honor of
conducting them through
my home town and
America’s Most Historic
City for an entire day!

was followed by a bus tour including the history of
the city and the historic sights.
We walked through the White Point Garden and
were greeted by Virginia Mizel, the Director of the
Edmonston-Alston House, the first house built
on Charleston’s famous Battery. From its piazza,
Confederate commanding general P.G.T. Beauregard
witnessed the opening shots of the American Civil
War at Fort Sumter, three miles away. After touring
the house, the group next headed to Washington Park
to see the Fireproof Building designed by America’s
first professionally trained architect, Charleston native
Robert Mills, architect of the Washington Monument.
The morning concluded with a special visit to
Charleston City Hall and the wonderful art collection
in the chamber where the City Council still meets.
Stephen shared a very special congratulatory letter
to the Guild from the mayor of Charleston. After
lunch and shopping at the historic City Market, the
group headed to the harbor and boarded the boat to
visit Historic Fort Sumter. Rick Mosteller, owner of
Fort Sumter Tours promised a great visit. Maybe he
had “pull” as what had been a rainy day turned to sun!
Fort Sumter was fascinating due largely to Stephen’s
commentary. To be in the place where the Civil War
began was truly special.
The touring part of the day ended with a visit to the
Old Exchange Building. Tony Youmans, the Director,
explained that this is where the Constitution was
ratified and President Washington was officially
welcomed and entertained. The wonderful visit to
Charleston culminated with the Charleston Tour
Association graciously hosting the Guild members
to a yummy holiday dinner reception in the Old
Exchange. It was a great opportunity for the guides
from both associations to get to know each other.

We certainly hope groups from other member Ellen Malasky is a member of the Guild of Professional
associations will come and see the city that last year Tour Guides of Washington DC. To tour with Ellen, contact
Conde Nast Traveler again ranked Number 1 City in ellenguide1@gmail.com.
the Country and Travel+Leisure named Best City
in the World.
https://www.charlestoncvb.com/blog/just-announced
http://www.travelandleisure.com/worlds-best/cities#intro
Thanks, y’all.
Winter 2017
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MONUMENTAL NEW MUSEUM DAZZLES, INSPIRES DC VISITORS
by Joe Steinbock & Pete McCall

David Adjaye’s
evocative facade

The long-awaited Smithsonian National
Museum of African American History and
Culture opened its doors September 24
as a dramatic addition to the National Mall.
Throngs of eager and excited visitors
lined up to experience unsettling truths
and impressive triumphs in our nation’s
past—from slavery through civil rights
and beyond.
Realizing a decades-long dream, the
striking new architectural showplace
aims to inspire introspection among its
visitors to grasp our nation’s identity.
The NMAAHC is appropriately and
conveniently located on the Mall (at
14th Street and Constitution Avenue) in
the shadow of the Washington Monument
and only a few blocks from the U.S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum. Its central location underscores
the centrality of African American history to America’s
story, written both in human suffering and unparalleled
achievement. Museum Founding Director Lonnie G.
Bunch III explained, “The African American experience is the lens through which we understand
what it is to be an American.”
The Smithsonian Institution’s 19th museum was
designed by the international architectural team of
Freelon Adjaye Bond/Smith Group. Its eye-catching
exterior contrasts sharply from the Smithsonian’s
mostly marble and neoclassical museums on the Mall.
It is adorned by a multi-tiered, bronze-tinted corona,
made of 3,600 recycled aluminum grillwork panels.
The 85-foot-tall crown-like facade evokes traditional
Yoruba designs from Africa plus metalwork of freed
slaves in South Carolina, noted African-born/British
architect David Adjaye (NY Times, Sept. 26). His ecofriendly design also incorporates energy-efficient
and environmental features to create the Mall’s first
“all-green” and LEED-certified “gold” museum.
Like an iceberg, much of the 300,000-square-foot
museum is out of sight. Inside, exhibits spanning
600 years are divided into two parts. Underground,
a stark path winds through galleries resembling a
“slave ship” to chronicle the lives and stories of African
Americans from their earliest days in North America
Page 8

through the “harsh realities of slavery,” the fight for
emancipation, the Civil War and Reconstruction, Jim
Crow, the Harlem Renaissance, equal justice and
beyond. Aboveground, galleries celebrate hard-won
African-American achievements and contributions:
voting rights, elective office, military, social, scientific,
athletic and artistic accomplishment.
Visiting the museum is an eye-opening, educational and
emotionally challenging experience. Its design calls for
visitors to view its collections in just the opposite way as
touring the nearby Holocaust Museum. The USHMM’s
permanent collection tells the story of oppression from
the top down—like acts of terror spiraling downward
out of control—while the NMAAHC tells America’s
story from bottom up. The struggles and achievements
as well as the humiliations of African American military
personnel, sleeping car porters and pilots lead us up
to the light.
An emotional milestone in the author’s own progress
through America’s history was the casket of Emmet
Till, a Chicago youth tortured and murdered for
supposedly looking at a white woman while visiting
Mississippi in 1955. Signs warn squeamish visitors
that the vivid exhibit may be too disturbing.
The tone is more welcoming on the ground level and
above where displays showcase athletic, musical, and
artistic achievement. Greeting guests is a spacious
entrance hall featuring bronze, copper, and brass

www.NFTGA.COM
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art donated by Chicago sculptor Robert Hunt. The
building includes three levels of history concourses
plus theaters, classrooms, conference rooms and
presentation spaces. Rounding out the museum, the
popular (hence, crowded) Sweet Home Café seeks to
nourish visitors with hearty soul food highlighting
regional tastes of African American history.
Despite its initial long lines, the museum gets rave
reviews from members of the Guild of Professional
Tour Guides of Washington DC. “I love the museum
that Lonnie Bunch and his staff created,” said DC
Guild Certified Tour Guide John W. Days. “As an
African American, I found the displays on the middle
passage, slavery and the fight for civil rights to be sad
but uplifting stories of survival and success. This story
needs to be told because our history books have not
always told how we as a people successfully overcame
hopeless conditions. Pleasantly, the upper level exhibits
show many examples of our patriotism and significant
contributions to this country’s historical and cultural
fabric. So, I feel a deep sense of pride knowing how
excellently African American history and culture are
being displayed for all to see on the National Mall.”
After her initial visit on September 27, DC Guild
Certified Master Tour Guide T. Jeanne Everitt said
she felt honored to share this space with so many
African-Americans as they found their history and
their ancestors validated. “The voices seemed muted—
no one vocalization stood out as I melded with other
visitors—as though the many African-Americans
were in awe of the struggles and accomplishments
of their culture.”
On October 20, 2016, then-Guild President Dianne
Wallace and members Clara Sachs, Carla Smith
and Michelle Heller conducted a special tour of the
Museum. Past President Dorothy Douse said she found
the tour useful and well organized. She was impressed
with the helpfulness of the friendly Museum staff.
Dorothy noted the above and below ground layout
makes it particularly important to identify a spot
for groups to meet after they explore the museum.
Museum Security Chief Andrea Robinson advised
that groups should select a meeting spot on the L1
(street/entrance level), “Heritage Hall”.

able to visit it anytime soon? That depends on your
desire: to prevent overcrowding, free timed passes
are required for entry; they are obtained on line
at https://nmaahc.si.edu/visit/passes. All passes
through March 2017 have been distributed. Timed
entry passes will soon be available for April through
June 2017. In the meantime, lines form on Constitution
Avenue early each morning for first-come, first-served
same-day passes distributed at the NMAAHC at
9:15 daily. Non-profit groups of 10 or more should
contact 1-866-297-4020 for more information or
advanced ticketing.
Joe Steinbock and Pete McCall are members of the
Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC.
To tour with Joe, contact jsteinbo@yahoo.com. To
tour with Pete, contact pcmtours1@gmail.com.

HOUSTON “B” CYCLE
by Lucette Rieger
OK, so much for riding the Metro bus, the light rail,
or walking or driving. How about seeing Houston like
you would do in Amsterdam or somewhere in China.
Houston B-Cycle, is a bicycle renting program. You can
bike through the city and embrace its different sites on
bikes that are conveniently placed throughout the city.
This program provides a quick transportation alternative.
The company that operates this new alternative for
getting around the city has a program that is easy to use.
For information regarding locations, rental price, etc.
check their website at: https://houston.bcycle.com/.
Not bad for having fun, and it sure is better than sitting
in traffic or trying to find a parking spot.
Lucette Rieger is a member of the Professional Tour Guides
Association of Houston. To tour with Lucette, contact
lucetterichard@sbcglobal.net.

The museum immediately became an essential
“must-see” for Washington visitors. But will you be
Winter 2017
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TECH TALK

We are each a product of a lifetime of unique experiences. We share a love of travel, our city and/or
the region(s) in which we work. We do have overlapping knowledge bases, but we are not all the same.
We have more commonalities than differences, which
should make it easier to be friends. But for some,
insecurities cause anxiety and fear.

Salsa Anyone?
by Donna Primas
When you are at a tour
guide or tour manager
meeting and you look
around and see your
peers, what do you see? I see salsa.

So during a night of tossing and turning, I came up
with the “guides are like salsa” analogy.

In late February, I attended the International Tour
Management Institute (ITMI) graduate symposium
and had the opportunity to mentor, share experiences
and interact with a diverse group of travel
professionals. Also in attendance were members or
officers of several NFTGA guide associations—
Boston, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, New York,
New Orleans, San Francisco, Saint Louis, Salt Lake
City (UT), and San Antonio—as well as NFTGA
Vice-President Ellen Malasky, who is also a
Washington DC guide. Although Ellen is not an
ITMI alum, she was invited to attend and give a
lunch time presentation about the NFTGA and the
value of joining a local guide association.
Why was she there? Why did we later have a special
guide association meeting? To open a dialogue
between ITMI, SYTA, NFTGA, and their member
guide associations. To find more and better ways to
interact. To help support and uplift each other.
We did not find any quick solutions, but we shared
organizational history and some best practices and,
more importantly, opened doors for future exchanges.
I hope this continues.
But by now I am sure you are wondering about
the salsa reference in the first paragraph…

Close your eyes for a moment and picture salsa on
the shelves of a grocery store. There are many manufacturers and ingredients in salsa. Mild, medium and
spicy hot. I like Trader Joe’s Garlic Chipotle Salsa,
but my husband prefers Salsa Verde. My sister likes
a garden of veggies in piquant salsa and maybe some
black beans too, while her husband is a fan of salsa
that incorporates mango or pineapple with a bit of
heat. Paul Newman sells salsa to benefit a cause, and
popular restaurant chains slap their familiar brands on
jars. Are these varieties interchangeable? I think not.
Every tour guide has a unique recipe. Each guide
just needs to attract someone willing to sample their
ingredients and flavors. Like salsa, there is room in
the tour world for many great formulas.
How about we try harder to get along and to share our
wealth of knowledge? Start being confident in yourself,
and then invest time, hard work, and perseverance,
because the best brands always find a market share.
As a first step, contribute interesting news, event
information, techniques, articles and websites to your
peers. One great place to do this is on the Facebook
page or website of the NFTGA, WFTGA, or your
own guide association.

Earlier during the conference, I had a restless
night’s sleep, thinking about a presentation I was
to make. I wanted to inspire the participants to
take advantage of all the resources and interactions
of the conference, to have a positive, fearless
attitude when meeting others.

Then, at the next meeting you attend, don’t
gather in a clique of old pals—reach across the aisle!
Find someone who you do not know and start a
conversation. Ask for help if you are a newbie or be
a mentor and share the riches of your experiences
without hesitation! We are stronger when we stand
together. This is how we all win.

Too often I have heard guides (or tour directors)
refer to other guides (or tour directors) as “the
competition.” I have never believed this is true. We
are not in direct competition with one another.
Guides are not interchangeable.

Donna Primas, after 21 years, is no longer the President of the
Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Assn. (CTPA). Yippee! (She
is currently one of the CTPA secretaries.) Donna is a volunteer
docent at two historic homes, and gives tours in the Chicago area.
To tour with Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.
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NAI BECOMES A NEW NFTGA INDUSTRY PARTNER by Ellen Malasky
We are very pleased announce that we have a new Tourism Industry Partner, the National Association of
Interpretation (NAI). NAI is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) professional association “for those involved in the
interpretation of natural and cultural heritage resources in settings such as parks, zoos, museums, nature
centers, aquaria, botanical gardens, and historical sites”.
Our NFTGA tour guides and NAI heritage interpreters have much in common. We share the goal of continuing
to professionalize our work by enhancing the skills and knowledge of our members in order to provide the most
engaging and educational experiences for tourists and visitors.
As with other Tourism Industry Partners, we will display each other’s logos on our respective websites, share
publications and training opportunities and, when practical, attend each other’s conferences.
Ellen Malasky is a member of the Guild of Professional Tour Guides of Washington DC. To tour with Ellen, contact
ellenguide1@gmail.com.

INTERNATIONAL AFRICANAMERICAN MUSEUM GETS A
NEW BOARD MEMBER by Alfred Ray

Planned design for Charleston’s new
International African-American Museum

Sheila Johnson, CEO of Salamander Hotels & Resorts,
co-founder of BET, and owner of three pro sports
teams has joined the Board of Directors for the
International African-American Museum to be built
in Charleston, South Carolina.
The museum is planned for a site on the Cooper River
at the sight of Gadsden’s Wharf, which is Sacred
Ground in the story of slavery. Between 1804 and
1808 an estimated 40,000 enslaved persons were sold
at that very site to energize the rise of cotton. At the
time Charleston was the only city in the United States
where slaves were purchased straight off the dock
from Africa. First quarantined at various camps
around the harbor, with names like Point Comfort,
they were processed, rested and groomed before
they landed in the city at Gadsden’s Wharf. When
demand or prices were low, they would sometimes
be held there for months: suicide and mass death
from cholera or yellow fever were the result.
The museum will view the water east toward Africa
with displays facing west to the land. Progressive pods
will have displays on topics such as “Urban Life and
Skilled Labor” or “Survival and Resistance” with a
goal of providing deeper insight into the institution
of slavery and the lives of persons who lived it.
Winter 2017

Additionally, the museum will create and provide a
database of genealogical information intended to
become a database for African Americans. Since
40% of all enslaved persons arrived at the port of
Charleston, most Blacks in America can trace roots
to this city. Joe Riley, former Charleston mayor for
40 years, wants them to come home.
Indeed, the IAAM is his passion, and he met Ms.
Johnson at the framing party at the Bennett, a luxury
hotel in the heart of the business district being
developed by local entrepreneur Michael Bennett.
Very few can resist the charm of “America’s Mayor”,
and it is hoped that her participation will help to
achieve the fundraising goal of $150,000,000.
Her Salamander Brand Hotel franchise has been
chosen to operate the Bennett.
Alfred Ray is past president of the Charleston Tour Assn.
To tour with Al, contact walledcitytours@gmail.com.
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A NAZI U-BOAT
AND A PRISONER
OF ELLIS ISLAND

Marisol Escobar’s sculpture

by Paul Rush
Each day, crowds patiently wait
along the Battery’s edge, gazing
out at the Statue of Liberty,
waiting to board the ferries. Out
in the upper bay of the harbor,
Ellis Island floats on the horizon.
And directly in front of those
crowds is one of America’s
most moving memorials. A fuller story behind what
they see is seldom told. The sculpture, by the artist
Marisol Escobar, is based on a published photograph
of an actual occurrence – the sinking of an unarmed
American merchant oil tanker, the SS Muskogee…
and Ellis Island was once a prison.

picture magazine, and his published photograph of the
doomed American mariners was Marisol’s inspiration
for her sculpture. The standing figure, with both hands
to his mouth calling out for help, is Able Seaman
Anthony Sousa, who, along with 34 of his fellow
crewmen, went down with the ship.

Even before America declared war on Nazi Germany
in December of 1941, German submarines attacked
and sank unarmed American merchant vessels off the
Eastern Seaboard. On March 22, 1942, 600 miles off
the coast of Virginia, U-123, a German U-Boat, sent
a torpedo into the side of the Muskogee and she sank
in 15 minutes with all hands. After the ship was hit,
Kapitanleutnant Reinhard Hardegen, the captain of the
sub, ordered his vessel to surface alongside the sinking
tanker and he and some of his crew stood on the deck,
watching the Muskogee’s crewmen on the prow of
their doomed ship, vainly calling for help. Standing
beside Captain Hardegen and calmly snapping pictures
of the scene before him, was a photojournalist for the
Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, a popular German weekly

The memorial recalls a period in New York City’s
history when real and imagined enemy attacks
generated war jitters everywhere. For the first time since
the Civil War, when New Yorkers expected Confederate
ironclads to attack from the sea, the city seemed
threatened, especially after the December 7, 1941
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. The lights went out
at Coney Island because roving wolf packs of German
U-boats used them to silhouette passing merchant ships
in a time before radar. Panic was in the air and on
Dec. 9 a Baltimore paper carried a screaming headline,
“NEW YORK WARNED ENEMY PLANES ARE
NEAR THE CITY!” Few know of those anxious days
after World War II began or of the role that Ellis Island
played in this dramatic era in the city’s history.
In December of 1941, with the new declarations of war
on Japan, Germany, and Italy, President Roosevelt gave
his Attorney General sweeping powers to suspend constitutional guarantees and sequester supposed enemy
aliens. J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI rounded up hundreds of
American citizens of German, Japanese, and Italian
descent from all over the city to be detained on Ellis
Island. One particularly egregious example was the
treatment of a beloved Italian-American opera star.

Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung’s photograph
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Ten days before the Muskogee sank, Ezio Pinza, the
leading basso at the Metropolitan Opera, sat at his desk
www.NFTGA.COM
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in the upstairs study of his home in Mamaroneck,
finishing the last of the paperwork for his application
for American citizenship, when he looked up to find
two grim-looking men in dark suits standing in his
doorway. One of the men calmly announced, “In the
name of the president of the
United States, you are under
arrest.” They proceeded to search
the house and then led Pinza
away in handcuffs to the federal
courthouse in Foley Square to
be photographed, fingerprinted,
and questioned at length; then to
the Battery to board a boat for
Ellis Island. Without knowing
the charges against him nor allowed to call a lawyer,
Pinza was taken to a holding area in the baggage and
dormitory building behind the Great Hall where he
would spend the next three months. Two weeks
later he stood before three judges in an Ellis Island
hearing room, still with no defense lawyer present
and the charges against him still a mystery. Two of
the three judges voted to release him, but the third
did not and he was returned to confinement.
Pinza’s wife Doris asked their friend Mayor Fiorello
La Guardia for help and he contacted Francis Biddle,
the US Attorney General, to arrange a new hearing, this
time with an attorney to represent Pinza. And this time
the charges against him were revealed. He was charged
with: wearing a swastika ring; owning a boat with a radio
that sent secret messages to Il Duce; being a personal
friend of Mussolini and, most ridiculous of all, altering
the tempo of his voice during performances to send
secret messages to the Italian government. All charges
were dismissed and, after three months Ezio Pinza
was released from Ellis Island. He went to his grave
convinced that his troubles were caused by a jealous rival
at the Metropolitan Opera. La Guardia’s lobbying of the
Roosevelt administration worked and, on October 12,
1942, at a Columbus Day rally in Carnegie Hall, US
Attorney General Biddle announced that ItalianAmericans would no longer be classified as enemy aliens.
Pinza went on to gain his citizenship and cap his stellar
operatic career in 1950 when he won a Tony for his
role as Emile de Becque, opposite Mary Martin’s Nelly
Forbush in the landmark Broadway musical, Rodgers
and Hammerstein’s South Pacific.
Winter 2017

To the east of the Merchant Marine Memorial, in the
middle of Battery Park, stands the largest of the park’s
monuments, The East Coast Memorial. Its giant eagle
and eight pylons are lined up with the Statue of Liberty.
Engraved in the granite pylons are the names of the
crewmen lost on the SS Muskogee along
with the other 4,600 merchant mariners,
soldiers, sailors and airmen lost in the Atlantic
during the traumatic years of the Second
World War when suspect American citizens
Ezio were shipped off to a prison on Ellis Island.
Pinza
Paul Rush is a member of the Guides Association
of New York City and author of the story collection,
Secrets of Manhattan. For more stories, consult his
blog, www.paulrush-newyorkstories.blogspot.com.

CHEERS FOR
SIBEL by Esther Banike

Click. That was the sound
that made Sibel Satiroglu
turn around to look again
at the young man who quietly blended with German tourist
groups in Istanbul’s Sultanahmet Square. Sibel, a qualified
member of Turkey’s Union of Turkish Tourist Guides’
Chamber, and her group were visiting the Theodosius
obelisk in the center of the city’s heavily guarded tourist area.
She had earlier noticed the innocent-looking man as she
led her group of German tourists. He looked like a young
Turk, but unbeknown to Sibel, he was a Syrian terrorist.
Click. Sibel’s acute sense of hearing and alertness propelled
her into action. The young man had pulled the pin from an
explosive device. “Run!” she shouted in German. “Laufen!”
as she propelled her group away from the deadly blast. On
January 12, 2016, just weeks before Sibel’s birthday, her
heroic actions are credited with saving the lives of many.
Sibel’s agency later rewarded her bravery with a trip to
Vienna, where she met briefly with Felicitas Wressnig,
then President of WFTGA, who encouraged her to apply
for a WFTGA scholarship. WFTGA has not heard anything for almost a year but let’s not allow her courage to
be forgotten. A scholarship offer is always appreciated, but
nothing compares to personal applause from colleagues
for a job well done. It is not too late to send your
compliments via Facebook - and also wish Sibel Satiroglu
a belated Happy Birthday!
Esther Banike is a member of the Chicago Tour-Guide
Professionals Association and serves on the Executive Board of the
WFTGA. To tour with Esther, contact GoChicagirl@aol.com.
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MOTORCOACH SAFETY TOUR
by Len Holmes

Good fortune blessed the San Francisco Tour Guide
Guild last July in that 26 Guild Guides were given a
Bus Safety tour by the company that earned multiple
and prestigious awards from the California Highway
Patrol, and the United Motorcoach Association to
name a few. Storer San Francisco company President,
Don Storer, and Trainers, Randy and Rebecca,
provided comprehensive tips and instructions on
how to handle emergency situations on a motorcoach.
The overview was provided by Mr. Storer who
emphasized that the most likely situation we might
encounter will be a fire, usually when a bearing or
belt freezes up. The logical reaction must be to get
all passengers off the bus as quickly as possible.
An incapacitated driver also requires an emergency
response, and engaging the emergency brake is the
most important action a tour guide will take in that
circumstance.
Demonstrations and practice in operating the
emergency roof hatches and windows occurred on a
VanHool coach as well as on an MCI bus. Naturally
every manufacture is likely to have slightly different
configurations, so it is incumbent on the tour guide
to be familiar with each.
Manual and powered door operations were the second
component of training, followed by hands on practice
activating the emergency brake with an incapacitated
driver.
Examples of variations in coaches were obvious. Our
VanHool had only one roof exit, the MCI had two.
The operation of both, however, was similar. To get
ventilation simple pressure from below popped open
the vent. If evacuation through the roof is required,
a second step by releasing the latch by turning a lever
would be necessary. After full extension of the roof
hatch, repositioning it can be a cumbersome process,
so this was not done on our tour.
The mechanics of opening the window exits on the two
buses was different. The VanHool had windows with
red handles which you pull down, and the MCI had
Page 14

VanHool Window

MCI Window

a hinged bar at the bottom to hold the window in the
driving position. In both cases, releasing the latch and
pushing the window provided the room to evacuate.
Manual door operation on the
VanHool was performed by
twisting a dial to the left of the
door in a clockwise direction
to allow the air pressure to be
released, and then (with effort)
pushing the door open. Without
a prop, the door will close itself.

VanHool Dial

On the MCI, a lever with a red knob near the
instrument panel was pushed, and that released the
air, and pushing the door open
was an easy effort.
When engaging the emergency
brake is the required action,
control of the steering wheel
must be the first step.
MCI Knob
The emergency brake on the
VanHool was comfortably on the low right side of the
instrument panel. Two fingers on each side of the knob
allowed a simple outward
pull to arrest the bus. The
stop is abrupt, but not as
jarring as one might think.
Noticeably different on the
MCI, the emergency break
was to the left of the driver
requiring a long reach to pull
the knob out. Depending
on the size of the driver,
this could be easy or quite

www.NFTGA.COM

VanHool
Emergency Brake
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difficult. The best remedy
is to consider the possible
moves when you initially
aboard the bus.
Turning off the ignition is
not normally recommended
because that makes power
steering inoperable.

MCI Emergency
Brake

Evacuating through the front
door is always the first choice
if available, but if the bus is
on its side, windows on the
high side or the hatches in
the roof would be the logical
egress points.

On a diesel bus, the fuel
will not explode, so it can
be expected that time to
evacuate safely will hopefully be available. Standard
Roof Hatch
practice would be to evacuate
from the front first, but if it is known that there is a
fire in the rear, it would be sensible to evacuate the
back rows first.
A seized bearing can happen, even on a new coach,
and that can lead to a tire fire. There will normally be
visible smoke preceding a fire allowing the driver to
get the bus of the road. Passengers should be led away
from the coach to a safe distance for them and to
allow the driver or fire crews to deal with the tire fire.
Storer has a no cell phone policy for drivers while
driving and it is strictly enforced to insure the greatest
safety for all passengers.
A checklist for SPAB (School Pupil Activity Bus
safety instructions were provided covering the topics
shown in the nearby checklist. All guides owe it to
their passengers to become familiar with the key
components of parking brake and manual door
operations as an essential element in their skills.
The Guild is extremely grateful to Storer San Francisco
for the time and valuable information shared. The
company has been awarded a complimentary membership for one year as a Business Partner in the San
Francisco Tour Guide Guild.
Winter 2017

Safety Checklist When Boarding a Coach
Be sure to know the location and operation of:
• manual door lever/switch
• emergency brake knob
• all exit hatches and windows
• fire extinguisher
• first aid kit
• phone numbers for emergency
Len Holmes is President of the San Francisco Tour Guide
Guild. To tour with Len, contact len.tours@gmail.com.
the siege of the Alamo,
THE REAL During
after demanding the garrison
“DEGÜELLO” surrender and receiving Travis’
refusal in the form of a cannon
shot, Santa Ana issued his famous
“no quarter” order to his troops, effectively condemning
all of the Texican occupants of the Alamo to death.
from PTGASA

When Santa Ana launched the final assault on the Alamo
in the predawn hours of March 6, 1836, he directed 14
of the bands that accompanied his army to be positioned
so as to surround the mission, and to simultaneously
play “El Degüello”.
“Toque a Degüello” was introduced to the Americas by the
Spanish armies and was later adopted by the patriot armies
fighting against them during the wars of independence in
the Spanish possessions in the Americas. It was widely
used by Simon Bolivar’s armies, notably during the Battle
of Junin and the Battle of Ayacucho.
“Degüello” is a Spanish derivative from the verb “degollar”,
to behead. In the course of Spanish military history the
term transformed into this famous piece of battlefield
music signifying the act of beheading or throat-cutting, or
the complete destruction of the enemy without mercy.
Recently the original sheet music was discovered in a
museum archive in Mexico City and was recorded by a
local marching band. This is the rendition of the very music
heard by the defenders of the Alamo on that fateful
morning just over 177 years ago. It is easy to imagine
the effect that it must have had.
The Professional Tour Guide Association of San
Antonio was the source of this anonymously written article. For
more information, visit www.sanantoniotourguide.com.
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MYTH INFORMATION
—Antoine Peychaud
by Randy Bibb
THE WAY WE TELL IT: Antoine
Amedée Peychaud came to New Orleans
as a refugee from the Haitian Revolution,
bringing with him a recipe for bitters which
were a principal ingredient in the concoction now known as the “Cocktail.”
THE WAY IT WAS: It’s true that
Peychaud came to New Orleans from
Ste. Domingue (Haiti) but he created
the bitters here in New Orleans. He
was brought here as an infant. Born in
1803, his grandfather was the Deputy
of the Colonial Assembly of Saint
Domingue, so he came from a very
distinguished French Colonial family.
When his parents were killed in the
Battle of Vertières, the final conflict
of the Revolution, he and his older
sister Lasthénie, were smuggled out
by their black nurse. In the panic and
confusion, they became separated and
Lasthénie disappeared. Antoine was
brought (as an infant) to New Orleans and became

a druggist with a famous shop on Royal Street; he also
served (among other distinctions) as City Recorder under
the Roffignac administration (making an unsuccessful
bid for Mayor, losing to Denis Prieur) as well as Grand
Chaplain and Jr. Warden of the Masonic Grand Lodge
of State of Louisiana (delivering a famous Masonic address
at the installation of officers in Albany, N.Y. in 1827).
Peychaud died in New Orleans June 30, 1883. His obituary
in the New Orleans Bee reads (English translation):
Died, June 30, 1883 at the age of 80 years, Antoine
Amedée Peychaud [sic], native of the island of St.
Domingo. Friends and acquaintances of the family
are invited to attend his funeral, which will be held
this afternoon at 6 o’clock sharp. The procession will
leave from St. Augustin Church, corner St Claude
and Bayou Road.
[A little side note, according to his Masonic biography,
he met the captain of a French steamer who knew of
a woman in Paris named Peychaud. Thanks to him,
Antoine and his sister, Lasthénie, were reunited in
New Orleans where she married Judge Charles de
Maurian – a friend of Judge Morphy. Their son was
Charles Amedée de Maurian – chess champion, friend
and oft-opponent of Paul Morphy.]
Randy Bibb is a member of the Tour Guides Association
of Greater New Orleans. To tour with Randy, contact
randyneworleans@hotmail.com.

